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PARS? I 
OHGASOCALCIUM lODIDSS 
ISJRODUCTICE 
In connection with studies on tlie mechanism of some re­
actions involving organomagnesi'om halides it is necessary to 
replace the -EigX group of the intermediate compoimd by another 
in order to get a compound that lends itself to ready identi­
fication. Unfortunately this is not alv*ays possible, ivccord-
ingly a study has "been made of the. related organocalcium io­
dides in order to determine whether the -Cal group is more suit-
alsle for such replacements than is the group. 
Beclnnann^ has made the only extensive study of organocalcium 
2 
halides. Dafford, Nightingale and Calvert inve^jtigated the 
luminescence of phenyl calcium and ethylcalcium iodides, and 
Grilman dnd Pickens^ used phenylcalcium iodide in a study of the 
mechanism of the reduction of azobenzene T^y organometallic hal­
ides. 
A number of experiments have shor^n that the organocalcium 
halides are generally devoid of any promise in reactions that 
have made the organomagnesiism halides so useful. First, the 
formation of organocalcium halides appears to be restricted to 
1. Beckmann^ Bei-., 9^ (1905). ^ q k  
2. Bufford, Eightingale and Calvert, J« iim. ^^nem-. boc.^^, yo ixo^soj 
3. Gilman and Pickens, J. Am-. Chem. Soc*, £406 (19^) 
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iodides* Second, only primary alkyl iodides -undergo reaction 
-ith calcixtm. Sven in this liniited category there is an e:-rcep-
tion, for oenzyl iodide gave no positive test to indicate the 
fonaation of benzylcalciTim iodide* Third, the reaction 'bet'ween 
the EI compound and calcium is uuite sliiggish and irz^eg^ilar and 
not always certain. Fourth, the yields of organocalcium iodides 
are far"'from satisfactory. This is due in part to a pronounced 
coupling side reaction leading to the formation of R-R compoimds. 
Fifth, the organoealcium iodides are less reactive generally than 
the corresponding organoraagnesium halides. 
Contrary to the results of Becjcmann^ the organo-calciusi 
iodides are not sparingly soluble in ether. She solid compound 
invariably deposited during the preparation of organocalciuia 
iodide is not the organoaetallic halide. Instead it is very 
prohahly the di-etherate of calcium iodide• 
SIPSEIMS5TAL 
PRSPARASIOIi OF OHGASOGiilCIUI£ IODISES 
The start and progress of reaction "between calcium and 
iodide varies with the KiTid of calcium and the degree of fine­
ness. A variety of rasped calcium obtained from Sahibaum "was 
somewhat less active tiian shavings fresiily turned from sticks 
of calcium. Even a given type of calcium gave irregular res­
ults, depending in large part on exposure to the atmosphere . 
The material isras al-s5a.ys covered, prior to use, with -;erosene. 
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However, even sueb covered calciTim tamislied v?hen tlie containers 
Tjere loosely stoppered. ITlie tarnished material entered very 
sluggishly into reaction with the iodides and v/as, therefore, not 
used. 
It is necessary to use a higher concentration of iodine in 
ether to catalyse reactions vdth caleium than is needed ?;ith caag-
nesiua. lEhe beginning of reaction "betv/een calcium and the organ­
ic iodide is shotm by the disappearance of the free iodine used 
to catalyse the reaction, followed "bj the formation of a light 
grey or white precipitate. At times the reaction is brisi enough 
to cause the ether to reflux gently-. !I?hese changes cannot be 
ta3cen as absolute criteria for the formation of organocaleiun 
iodides,, inasmuch as the RGal coapoxaids appear to have a pro­
nounced tentency to couple isith the excess EI compound that is 
generally present. Che color test -Kith Michler^s ketone, prev­
iously described by Oilman and Schulze", is reliable. 
The reaction between calcium and the RI compound in ether 
can be carried out in the conventional three-necked flask pro­
vided with a mecJiazijeal stirrer, or the reactants can be sealed 
in a glass container that is shaken saechanically at room temper­
atures. !!;he latter arrangement offers certain advantages in 
sonie preparations. Reaction between ethyl iodide in ether and 
calcium started in various e^rperinents over a tine range of 
15 minutes to 6 hours. n-3utyl iodide started to react after 
•4. Gilman and Gchulze. J. An% Chem« 3oc' 2002, (1925) 
IC lioTirSy and in one experiment after 48 hoiirs* iio-tyeTrer, the 
^ 4-
same lialide "cdien shaken in a sealed tulDe gave a uositire test 
after .2 hours. n~Ostyl iodide {-ave a positive test after shaking 
for 24 hours jn a sesied glass container. lodobenzene, ?/hen 
stirred with ether^ a little iodine and oalciun in a three-neoked 
flask gare a positive test in some cases after E hours and in 
others up to 7 l/E hours. In one experiment \7hen stirring was 
not used, a positive test "vvas only obtained after 72 hours. 
Sthyl "broEiide, iso-propyl iodide, tert.-butyl iodide, benzyl 
bromide and benzyl iodide gave no positive tests after shaking 
with ealeium^ The tert.-butyl iodide underwent a reaction but 
there was no positive test for the corresponding organo-jalcium 
iodide. Benzyl iodide when shaken in a sealed bottle for E-2 
•Keeks also underwent a reaction but gave no positive test. 
It was hoped that the secondary reaction between HCal and RI 
compounds could le overconae by removing the organooalcium halide 
as fast as it formed. For this purpose, advantage was taken of 
the very suggestive experiments laade by Gilliland and Slanchard^, 
They prepared phenyliaagnesiuni bromide by allov/ing an etheral so­
lution of brcnobenzene to descend through a column of magnesium 
turnings, the solution being hi^ily diluted, before reaching the 
ccluisn, by the ether condensed from the vapors of the solution 
boiling in the receiving flask. In this manner there is a mini-
sal contact "oetv^een the organometallic halide jmd the organic 
halide from r-hich it prepared. However the sane principle 
5. Gilliland and Blanchard, J. Am. Chen. 3oc., 48, 410 (1928) 
when; extended to the preparation of ethylcalcium iodide T7as found 
to "be •ansuccessful. ^Vhen ethyl iodide ^j£s percolated tlirough a 
coluEn of calcium shavings contained in a ttfoe 20 cci. long and 
1.5 cni» in dimeter the reaction cotild only lie started Isy using 
a concentrated solution of iodide in ether, and once started it 
proved difficult of control- When the solution ys&s less concen­
trated with respect to ethyl iodide, the reaction stopped alto­
gether. ;\nd, Ti!hen the solution 'sra.s sufficiently concentrated to 
insure a continuous reaction, very little ethylcalciua iodide 
formed,—prolDahly as a result of the above mentioned coupling 
reaction. A ft^rther difficulty in the use of the colurrm of cal­
cium is the marked clogging due to the deposition of the di-
^ ether&te of calcium iodide. ...uite probably there is an effect­
ive concentration of ethyl iodide to 'STarrant the use of the 
colusm, but such optimal conditions vfere not further investi­
gated. 
ETETLOALCimi. IODIDE 
Sie "Shite precipitate that forms v^en calcium r-eacts isith 
ethyl iodide in ether was analysed "by Beckmazm^, ana he concluded 
that it was a mono-etherate of ethylcalciua iodide, CoHsCaI*(CaHs)20^ 
•This fox^aula is very probably incorrect^ for apparently the same 
eompound is formed when calcium undergoes reaction with any aliyl 
a. iodide. In no case did it give a positive color test" for an 
organocalcium iodide after ^ >-eing filtered and washed with ashydrous 
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etlier* ;Vlien organocaleiuir. iodides were slio-Bti to be present "by 
tiie preparation of eiiaraeteristic derivatives, the perfectly clear 
! 
supernatant liquid alv/ays gave a positive color test T?;hereas the | 
I  
precipitate never gave a test. Evidently, the fe-si; crganoealci-am { 
I 
iodides that -Krere studied are soluble in ether. Hov?ever, since they j 
rere never obtained in high yields no reasonable predictions can 
be made concerning their solubility in more concentrated solu­
tions. 
It is difficult to obtain a perfectly pure s:.,Eiple of the 
•white precipitate. The compound is usually contaminated v/ith 
bits of unaltered calcium, calcium o>:ide, basic calcium iodide 
and possible caleiuin hydroxide. Because of these impurities not 
such reliance can be }:laeed on the calcium analysis made by 
Becixisnn^, and the only quantitative analysis he nade tfas for 
calciUE. A fairly homogeneous sample v.'as obtained by treating 
calcium ^ ^th a liberal e::cess of ethyl iodide in a dry atmosphere. 
The material "sras rapidly filtered, washed f^ith anhydrous ether, 
transferred to a glass stoppered weighing bottle, dried in a vac-
I uum desiccator, and v/eighed by difference directly in the weigh­
ing bottle. 
A sample prepared in this manner for analysis contained 
58.18 and 57.97% of iodine. The compound that best agrees mth 
such results is the di-etherate of calcium iodide. Cal2.2{CaE«(gO, 
which reouires 57*4=% of iodine. BecTonan^s ethylcalciua iodide 
nono-etherate, CsEgCal.Cc sEg )20, requires 4:6.9ji of iodine. A gas 
is evolved v^hen this solid is treated ?;ith water. Beckmann stated 
that the gas was ethane contaminated isith some ether. The gas -sjas 
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not Tmsaturated, and its characteristic ethereal odor coupled with 
its complete solubility in conc. sulfuric acid indicated that it 
was ether and not ethane-. IT70 samples c^'ere analysed: O.SSSE §• 
gave 37.-S ee,}0f gas (corrected): and 0.2944 g,. gave 5£.7 cc. of 
gas (corrected). The di-etherate of calcium iodide requires 34.2 
cc.' and 29.S cc. of ether, respectiTelj. 
•The small amount of ethylcalcium iodide present account, in 
part, for the lac3c of success in obtaining characteristic ani-
lides •i^rith phenyl and naphth;rl isocyanates- Eov;ev-er, another 
alliiylcalcium iodide (n-outyl) gave the characteristic derivative 
mth o(-naphthyl isocyanate. 
f-BUiTiLCALCimf IGDI2S. 
ulien 12 g. (0.3 mole) of calcium was treated with 55.2 g. 
{0.3 nole) of n-butyl iodide in 100 cc. of ether, considerable 
insoluble material ^as deposited. Uuring the preparation, about 
tT?o liters of gas were evolved, ^he gas was saturated, inflam­
mable and- insoluble in conc. sulfuric acid, undoubtedly it was 
largely n~butane, formed by the reaction of a trace of uioisture 
in the reagents tJith n-butylcalcium iodide. 
After the reaction had been allowed to complete itself,, over 
t^ro days, the mi::ture v.-as hydrolyzed with dil.. hydrochloric acid* 
Considerable heat is evolved during the hydrolysis of any organo-
calcium halide, and a part of this is very probably due to the 
hydration of calcium iodide- The ethereal layer i.'ias separated, 
dried and 10 g. of liquid -sras obtained boiling bet-ween ISO-ISO*^. 
If the mixture was entirely n-octane this t70uld correspond to a 
59% yield. However, n-butyl alcohol and n-l3Utyl iodide siiglit 
have Deen contained in this fraction* Accordingly, t32.e mlictxire 
was first refltrxed for 4 hours v/ith 10% sodium hydroxide; then 
\ 
er:tracted v;i€h ether:,then carefully shaken with eonc. sulfuric 
acid to reiaove ether and n-butyl alcohol, and finally fractional­
ly distilled. In this ivay, despite mechanical losses, there ^as 
obtained a E3.2:;j yield of n-octane. 
In another run the n-butylcalcium iodide ras characterised 
hy the preparation of n-valeryl -^-sphthalide obtained from the 
reaction with cA-naphthyl isocyanate. 
n-Xa?ILCALCmi lOSIDS 
C.05 mole of ealciuE and an equivalent amount of n~oetyl 
iodide in an e::cess of ether 7:ere shaien for 2~ hours in a sealed 
flasi. ii heavy T;?hite precipitate formed, and the supernatant 
liquid gave a positive color test for n-octyl calcium iodide. 
After hydrolysis, the ether layer yielded E g» or a 17.8-^ yield 
of hexadecane, Oj_cSs4* 
ISESJLOHGim IODIDE 
PhenylealGiuin iodide was treated vrith phenyl ioscyanate, and to 
the reaction mixture was then added a slight ezeess of diethyl 
sulfate, .\fter refluxing-for an hour the mixture was hydrolysed 
and then worized up in a customary manner. Some benzanilide, the 
narmal reaction product of phenylcaleium iodide and phenyl iso-
i 
cyanate, Has obtained- Practically all of the diethyl sulfate j 
•was resrovered, and there was no indication of the formation of the ' 
desired imino ether. CgH5l==C( OCsEs ){C2H5 ). IThis ether woTild have 
resTilted "by the replacement of the -Cal attached to oxygen "by an 
6 * 
ethyl group of diethyl sulfate . 
A vigorous reaction occurs during the addition of an ecuiira-
lent of "benzoyl chloride to phenyl calcium iodide. At the end of 
the addition there was a strong test for phenylcalcium iodide and 
benzoyl chloride was present as evidenced by its characteristic 
odor- In order to complete the reaction, the mixture \'?as reflus-
ed for 24 hours. Even after this, protracted digestion of a 0.1 
mole run, there "sas present in the mix;lrure not only benzoyl chlo­
ride, as might have been expected, but also some phenylcalcium 
iodide• Siis emphasized in a striking manner the relatively less­
er activity of organocalcium iodides v^hen compared with the cor-
7 
responding organomagnesium halides . On woriing up the hydrolyzed 
reaction products there was obtained a 35^ y2eld of iodobenzene 
and 5vi- triphenylmethane> The triphenylmethane probably o\?es its 
formation to the reduction of triphenyl earbinol tvhen the unalter­
ed calcium reacts with water during hydrolysis^ 
In another experiment t32S reaction bet^'een phenylcalcium 
iodide acd benzoyl chloride '.7as forced by refluxing for several 
hours in an ether-benzene solution. Under these conditions the 
phenylcalcium iodide "was used up, and about of triphenyl carb-
6. Under like conditions, phenylmagnesixim bromide also gives benz-
anilide and there is no replacement of the -MgZ group by ethyl. 
Cf. Gilman and Zinney^ J. Am. Chem^ Soc., 493 {i924)» 
In this connection mention should be made of the unreactivity 
of phenylcalcium iodide towards azobenzene (Gilman and Pickens, 
J* Am. Chem. Soc., 47, 2406 (1925).. 
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; inol was obtained in addition to some unaltered iodobenzene and 
bensoyl cnloride, benzoic acid and a small amonnt of an apparent­
ly intractable tar, 
Despite the significant amounts of iodobenzene recovered it 
appears tiiat phenyl calcium iodide is obtained in higher yields 
than the other organocalciuin iodides that ^^ere studied. V/ith 
this arylcalcium iodide less of the di-etherate of calciuia iodide 
separates than is the case with the al3cylcalcium iodides. 
I 
Organo calcium iodides can be prepared in poor yields from a 
liaited class of iodides. 2hey are soluble in ether and less re­
active than the corresponding organomagnesium halides. 
PAR!? II 
ORGMOSTSOHIPim? E/ilDES 
n^TRODUcirioi? 
In eontin-aation of stTid.ies eoneemed vatii the aeehanism of 
Inaction of organomagnesium halides, attempts Tsere made to prepare 
organometallie compoimds of strontiwi* 'Ihe literature contains 
no reference to the preparation of organostrontiiim halides* Ap­
parently, these coHponnds cajinot l3e directly prepared "by the 
laethods used in preparing organoealciuEi iodides* 
S-TPSEIMSSi'Al 
She general procediire: 'ased in the study of the prepa­
ration of organometallie compo-ands of ealci-ua and "barixim vfas 
followed in the present study, fhe metal, organic halide, ether 
and iodine were agitated for various lengths of time in siaall 
sealed test tuhes. The materials were given an opportanity to 
react for periods of time extending from several days to over a 
year. Fro^a time to time the tubes -srere unsealed and the contents 
were;tested for the presence of organometallie compounds cy the 
d. 
I'ichler's Icetone color test". IThe tu'bes u'ere agitated at room 
temperature in all but tvjo ercperiments in u-hich the tubes were 
o o ' 
heated to 170 and 225 . The organic halides used in this study 
were ethyl iodide and iodobenzene since these had been found most 
satisfactory in the work on calcium. Iodine V7as used as catalyst 
in every experiment except one in: v;hich mercuric chloride was used 
in addition to iodine. 
Three varieties of strontium metal vzere used. (Me variety 
of supposed strontium -which contained a high percentage of mercury 
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ancL was -ondoubtsdly an aaalgaEi, siio^yed no tendency to rsact vath 
tlie organic halide in ether. T\vo samples of eiectronytie strontiiiEi 
appeared to "be quite pure and reacted superficially vvitii tne organ­
ic halide and iodine, as indicated Tsy the removal of free iodine 
from the solution and clouding of the mixture. A variety of metal, 
g 
tindly supplied l3y Dr. Phillip 3. Sanner , -H-hich had oeen prepared 
by sulilisation under high vacutin -was protafcly of higher purity than 
the other two samples. This material was as inactive toward iodo-
•benzene and ethyl iodide as the electrolytic metal. Since this 
metal tsas softer than the other samples it "became ver^/ finely div­
ided after prolonged agitation. It gave a slight positive color 
test after it had "been shaken Td.th a mixture of ethyl iodide and 
iodo'cenzene in ether^ Eo-sever, not much reliance can "be placed in 
this positive test since the finely divided metal v/ould give the 
same color reaction and> furthermore,, the test could not be dup-
li cate-d» 
•Hhe Eijxture.s of electrolytic metal,, iodohenze^ e, ether, and 
0 o 
iodine "which vrere heated to 170 for 10 hOTirs and 2Z5 for 36 hours 
contained some unused metal and a light gray powder. Both gave 
negative color tests• 
Kercuric chloride and iodine were added to one mircture of 
strontiUTE, iodohenzeneand ether. Although the ni:-:ture appeared 
to have undergone some change, as sho'sm "by the formation of a 
bright yello-j? solid,, it gave a negative color test after a month 
of agitatioK.. There is a possibility that mercuric chloride may 
8. 5he preparation of very pure strontium and Darium "by Sr. Phillip 
S. Sanner is described in J. Am. Chem. Soc., 46, 258£ (1924). 
- 15 ~ 
jiave reacted with, any phenylstrontiim iodide that was formed and 
thus have interfered with the color test* The presence of phenyl-
mercaric iodide or chloride was not determined^ 
Taole I contains a stuninary of the experimental '^rork on stron-
tilLEIl-
TiLBLE I 
Metal SJL Catalyst 
•J 
. 
£ime i: 
: Tenp. 
•Heaction 2est 
Sr. (a) 
SuDlined CeH^I Iodine 
10 days to 
,5 months, 
room temp. 
Slight G-rey 
Precipitate 
legative 
« " {a) CgEsI + 
C::HsI Iodine 7 days to 
6 months J 
room temp^ 
ri n i: 7ery faint 
pesitive 
after 7 da; 
(e) 
3r* (h) 
£lectroly-> 
"cic 
C Iodine Several 
nonths, 
room tecip--
u :: u Negative 
« (Ij) a Iodine 10 ^ ours 
170 C 
Knell grey 
Precipitate 
legative 
" " { l3 ) G^EsI 
* 
• 
Iodine 5 creeks., 
room tezap-
Slight 
clouding 
negative 
" " {!)) C jSg X Iodine 36 hoTirs 
2E5® C 
Light broTOi 
residue 
Segative 
" « (c) C,E«I Iodine Several 
months s 
r'oom temp. 
« 
Cloudiness Segative 
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T-i3LE I {C0STI1T3EB) 
retal ss Catalyst Time & 
Temp. 
Reaction Test 
Sr. (c } 
ISlecti'Oly-
tic 
C2E5I Iodine Several 
months> 
room temp. 
Cloudiness Negative 
(f) 
« " ( -c) Is -fc 
ii^Cla 
n f! H Bright 
yell 01;? PPt. 
formed 
Negative• 
Sr. {d) • 
Amalgam 
C.H,I Iodine « n !i So evidence 
of reaction 
negative 
i f )  
K « (d) CsHgl Iodine 11 n n n R n 
S02HS m I 
(a). llJiiis metal Tsas oTstained tliro-agh the iindriess of Dr Phillip S.-
8 
Darmer . 
{Id), This 7^as a saiaple of eommercially avaiialDle electrolytic stron-
tixiin-
{c}» This •eras a fresh s^ple of electrolytic strontium. 
(d). This was a sample of strontiUE aisalgam containing oiily a small 
proportion of strontiiai* 
{e)v This positire test aay have "been caused, "oj finely divided stron-
tius. The positive test could not "be duplicated. 
(f). These experiments i^ere duplicated in runs lasting over one year. 
The results of these experiments are the same as those given in 
the table-
- 15 -
SmiKlRY 
In Tiew of these negative results it is apparent. that or^ano-
strontirna halides cannot "be directly prepared oy the same means as 
those eraplojed} for the preparation of organo-calci-oja halides.. 
PAH'I III 
HiLIDSS 
I2TTR03UGTI05! 
In eontip^tion of stnaies on meeiianism of reaction of 
organosagnesinm halides, tlie preparation of organobariim halides 
was •un6.erta:fcen». Organometallic compounds of "baritua are not men­
tioned in the literature. 
It first appeared that phenyltari-um iodide could "be read-
il5^ prepared by methods similiar to those used in the study on 
orsanocalciTun iodides. Eowever, subsequent i^ork sho-R?ed that 
the solutions containing the supposed phenylbari-oia iodide con­
tained mainly calcixm and only a trace of hariuia. Furthermore, 
samples of very pure l^ariura gave no indication of the formation 
of organohariua derivatives • 
SIPESIKES-Tii. 
In general, the same method of proceedure was used in the 
study of the preparation of organobarium halides as isas used in 
the corresponding study on calcium and strontium organometallic 
halides» ^Dhe reactants,. metallie "barium, organic halide, ether 
and catalyst, "srere agitated in small sealed test tuhes* T'he 
materials were allo"s?ed to remain in the tuoes until the appear­
ance of the contents indicated that a change had taken place. 
The tu'bes v/sre then unsealed and a small amount of the solution 
was tested for the presence of an organometallic compo-und "by 
4 
means of the Slichler's ketone color test . VJhen no change in 
 ^17 -
appearance was notiealile the contents ^ ere usutilly tested after 
tlie elapse of several weeks. A ntuacer of the experiments Yvere con-
tinned, for over one year. 
The "barinia used was from four soiirces* Coiamerci;-l Darima-
amalgaG failed to react with either ethyl iodide or iodooenzene. 
An :gnaL;vsis of the material shoT^red approriiaately E6;o "bariinn and 54;^ 
I , 
mercury. A sample of sublimed bariuni^ kindly supplied "by Dr Phillip 
8 S* lianner , also failed to react v/ith ethyl iodide or iodooenzene. 
.;ncther sample, Iiindly supplied by Dr. A. J. King, said to he of 
high purity, also failed to react. (The only type of metal -Rhich 
gave positive re stilts vsras a sample of barium prepared by electroly­
sis, obtained from a foreign source. 
"/hen small portions of the electrolyijic bariinn ^re shaken 
Tsrith iodobenzene, ether and a trace of iodine, the color of the 
iodine' disappeared in from one-half to foTir hours and the solution 
became turbid. After shaking over night the reaction mixture con­
sisted of a clear light brov/n solution and a light brov^n precipitate;. 
Only the clear ethereal solution ga\'-e a positive color test. 
The light broTsn residue failed to give a positive color test after 
two washings vdth anhydrous ether. She reaction nii::tur-e yielded 
benzoic acid tjhen it vfas treated with carbon dioxide, \7ith o(-naphthyl 
isoeyanate it jrielded benzoyl o(-naphthalide, and v^izh ethyl benzoate 
it yielded triphenyl carbinol. These three derivatives were identi­
fied by mized melting point determinations. 
She clear supernatant ethereal solution v^as decanted from the 
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reaction prodiict of iodolieiizene -with electrolytic "bari-ogi, and-^as foimd 
to give a positive color test- It^ was hydrolysed and analysed 
for metallic constituents. Only a trace of baritim was detected "but 
a large asonnt of calci-um tv'as found. Ho other metals vsfere present. 
It thu^ appears that the reaction ootained with this electrolytic 
metal was due to calcium and not to barium. 
iJthyl iodide gave a very slight positive test in one experi-
laent in vihich a sample of electrolytic netal "Eras used. 
All e25>eriiiients in viiieh Ijarium from other sources ^ as used 
gave negative results, even after the reactants were ]i:ept together 
for over one year. 
i^rcuric chloride and iodine failed to "bring about a reaction 
betv;een pure barium, {from Dr. A. J. Kin^) iodobenzene and ether 
after the reactants had been agitated together far one month. 
Ehere is a possibility of the mercuric chloride having- reacted with 
any phenylbarium iodide that ??as formed, thus preventing a positive 
col&r test. The ciircture ^s not investigated for possible reaction 
products, namely, phenylnercuric chloride or iodide. 
A summary of ail esrperimental work on barium is given in 
!rable II. 
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TJiBLS II 
Metal •• 1^2 Catalyst i'iiae ^ 
2enip» 
Reaction Sest 
Ba, {a}. 
31ectrolyti< 
" CsEsI Iodine 40 itotirs* 
Room temp 
Solution 
turned grey 
solid ppt 
separated 
rpositive 
(f) 
SI M G^EsI Iodine 20 lioTirs. 
Room temp 
Eeavy white 
ppt formed. 
7ery slight 
positive 
test. 
Ba, {b). 
Distilled 
Very pure 
CftEfil Iodine isearly tw 
years• 
rfoom temp 
Small amt 
of vshite 
ppt* 
Negative test 
from "^gin­
ning to end 
of experiment 
Ba, {a)^ 
Sleetrolyti 
De Eaen 
C^Hel 
; 
Iodine 2 days* 
Room temp 
Reaction be 
gan in 15 
minutes 
Positive 
test» (g) 
n » n . 
I a) 
CEsI Iodine Several 
^'eeks-
Room temp 
Cloudiness 
in tube 
ilegative 
R n n 
(a) 
C siig I Iodine Several 
wee3s:s. 
Room temp 
n u n  ST n H 
ti :t n 
{a} 
nC*EgI Iodine Several 
weeks. 
Room temp 
tt li ti xz 11 n 
3a, {c) CaE^Br Iodine Several 
laontiis. 
Room temp 
White ppt. 
formed aftei 
several u'ks 
negative 
' (d) 
n t! n G^EsI Iodine u n n n K n R tl 
(d) • 
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TABL3 II {cosmnmui} 
Metal RX Catalyst 2?iE» ic 
5emp. 
Reaction Test 
3a, {c) G^HsBr Iodine Several 
months • 
Hooffl temp 
Tshlte ppt. 
formed aftc 
several wkj 
Segative 
iT {d) 
n J! C^EsI Iodine n n n II II n u a 
W tt It 
• n ij n CjEsI Iz * 
HgCl^ 
M . n n SomS white 
ppt» 
h « n 
w 
Ba. (a) 
Electroly-: 
tic 
C^Sgl Iodine It H n Good re­
action 
* 
strong pos­
itive test 
S051SS 01 TiSLE II 
fa). This 7<as a sample of eocaiereially availalJle, electrolyti<3 
"barium. 
("b}. This "i^as a sample of sublimed "barium ©"btained through the 
8 
kindness of I>r« Phillip S. Danner . 
{e}. T-his •was a sample of very pure "barium o'btained through the 
kindness of Dr* A- J. Sing of Syracuse University. 
(d)* This experiment t?as duplicated several times. 
{e). 5?he clear", upper layer, iJhich gave a strong positive test, 
was decanted off. t:ualitative analysis showed only a trace 
of .oarium, "but much calcium. 
(f). Shis reaction product yielded "benzoic acid after treatment 
with car"bon dioxide. 
(g)* Benzoyl o<-naphthalide and triphenyl car"binol.-3rere o'btained 
from this reaction product. 
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SDKESARY 
Pure nel^llic barium does not rea.ct witla alkyl or aryl 
iodides, in the presence of ether, under conditions v/hich. 
lead to the formation of organocslcium iodides from calciuzn 
and organic iodides* 
Since it has been sho?^n tiaat in those instances in 
which reaction did taiie place, the reaction mixture contain­
ed but a trace of barium and much calcium, it is apparent 
that the fcnnation of organobariUE halides took place to a 
very sli^-t extent, if al all. 
PARO? 17 
CiilGIUM-^ S-IEOSCIIM, JU5I) BARIUM DI.AXEYIS MD DI/lRTLS 
lET-SODUCTIOH 
!j?lLe failure to ©"btain organostronti-um halides and orgsno-
"baritun halides let to an attempt to synthesize the dialiyl and 
diaryl derivatives of the ali^Lline earth metals. It would be 
possiljlsj once the dialkyls and diaryls aere formed, to prepare 
the 02?gan0nietallic halides by treatment of the dialiyls or di­
aryls with halogens• 
Of the several methods available for the synthesis of met-
tallic aliyls or aryls» only two need "by considered here, 
I. Action of the metal on the metal alkyl of a less posi­
tive metal, 
II • Action of the metal salt on the metal allcyl of a more 
positive metal. 
!Ehe first method was used in the present study ^ ere the 
metals -sv-ere treated 7/ith several mercury aliyls and aryls. !i!h€ 
second method is hardly available for the present purpose due 
to the scarcity of alkyls of metals -which are more positive 
than the alkaline earth metals. It is probable that the sodium 
and potassium alltyls and aryls i;?ould be the only practical com­
pounds to use for this purpose,* 
It is suggested that the reactions of the free al3caline 
earth metals, and their halogen salts, with (1) zinc aliiyls and 
aryls and (E) sodium or potassium aliiyls and a3?yls be investi­
gated as future lines of wort on this problem. 
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sjpsaiMsiiiriL 
Metallic calcium, s.trontiui:, ami barium irere treated "witii 
mercury diethyl, di n.-butyl, di phenyl, and di p-tolyl under a 
% 
variety of conditions,. The metal and mercury compound were 
sealed in sniall test tubes and alloiyed to stand at various tem­
peratures for different lengths of tine- Althouth it appeared 
that iteaction had tai;en place in a nujaber of instances, there 
was no definite evidence that organometallic derivatives had 
been formed. 
Slectrolytis strontium and barinia appeared to have react­
ed -p/ith isercitry. diethyl and dibutyl after standing together 
several days at room temperature* Eov/evsr the products gave 
negative color tests. Eeating at 90 for several days caused 
reaction to ta^e place between calcium, strontium, and barium, 
and strontium and bariUE aiaalgaEi and mercury diethyl and di-
butyl but none of the products Tsould giiie.a positive test- sihen 
0 
the same materials were heated to £00 for 2 hoiirs the contents 
of the tubes were dar^, jsuch pressure was produced in the tubes, 
and the contents gave negative tests. 
Similiar restits were ootained «ith mercury diphenyl and 
di p-tolyl. lio reaction tooi place at lot? temperatures and at 
elevated temperatures there Tiras much decomposition of the pro­
ducts. Slight positive tests Txere given in several instances 
but thes^ may have been given by traces of free metals reducing 
iilichler^ s ketone during the hydrolysis of the mixtures. 
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A summary of the work on these eompotmds is given in Tables 
III, I¥ and 7. 
T'iBLS III 
F.etai : HgR^  
• 
• 
Time CO : 
Senp» 1 
Reaction T-est 
Oa t 
Electrolytic 
O gitg ) 2 2 hours 
206 C. 
Metal eonT-
erted to 
"brotm poTrifder 
Slight test 
v/hich say have 
due to free Ca 
n n M Hg(CaEa )2 4 hours 
210® C. 
Superficial 
.ction on Ca 
-lizture "orowi: 
Slight + test 
n n R Hg{C^Ha ) 2 OYer night 
5:ooni temp. 
Ho. action Eegative 
u n u Hg(iiC«E9)2 n K n H tt n ' n 
ti n i; ) a One weeic 
90'' C. 
n n H n 
rt IX n is " " " tt t! « K 
l\ tX IX iig ( G 3^ 5 ) 2 Three, days 
90° C, 
jaight "brom 
crust on 
netal small 
aat free Hg 
visible 
TI 
U 71 is KginC^Eg )s Three days 
90O C. 
Same as 
above 
t: 
ri f: n Si:-: hours 
at ISO® 
Contents 
dark^Kucli 
pressure 
a 
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T/iBLS III (COSTIEUED) 
ksial EgRs Cine tt 
Teiap. 
Reaction 5est 
Ca 
Slectrolytie 
Sg{C^E^)8 • Sij: ho-QTS at 
180° C. 
Same as 
above 
Eegative 
Ji i>- n Shree days 
2£5® C» 
Blae> 
resinous 
solid, free 
Hg. 
» 
IS n n Eg(C4H4GHs)2 R n n Brorai solid 
free Hg 
« 
K tl SI HgfC.H, Sis hours 
EE5*' G, 
Biac3i:„i!ree 
Hg, ''CtHg • 
Very slight 
test, pro­
bably due 
to free Ca 
n n » Hg{C,H^CE^)a Six hours 
225® G. 
Biac]c free 
Hg, 
Cj^iCHs 
!'• egatiYe 
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TA3LS IT. 
Metal HgSa Time 6i 
QJemp. 
Reaction Test 
Sr» 
Slectrol5!i;ic 
ES(C.E5)S Two iionrs 
200® C• 
Metal eonver-
ted tc "brown 
po^er 
Sube explod­
ed 
Sligiit + 
test may 
have been 
due to free 
Sr. 
n « « 
Frankel i 
Landa-a EglCaKs)^ 
Several days 
Eoom tenip.» 
Slight "brovEi 
crust on 
metal 
Ifsgative 
ir t> R Eg{2.C4Hg), z ts u n n a n n 
•SI :t B ) g Tiiree days 
90*^  C. 
Yellow mat­
erial fomed 
trace of fres 
Eg. 
if 
1 
:i K a EgCnC^Hg )g It n B n u K n 
Sr. amalgam xi^PsHj )g IT n H Sligiit evi­
dence of re­
action 
tx 
IT t: n EglnC ^Eg U n r: n <1 n 1! n 
Sr. 
Slectrolytie 
ESi.^Es)z R fT n So action 
:t « n Eg{(;E,CEs}g ti n n lo action 
!i n n Hg{CeE«)g ffiiree days 
S25® C. 
Blaei: resin­
ous solid, 
free Eg 
Negative 
- 27 r 
•TABLE IT COIIISUEI) 
Metal 2iiae « 
Seiap. 
Reaction 26 St 
Sr* 
Slectrolytic 
EgC.E^GHs)^ Siree days 
225® C, 
Black solid 
Free Eg 
liegatiY© 
Sr. amalgam HglCeEs )2 IT ii i: Blaex powder 
Free Eg 
ir 7) i; 6  — ) s  n . x: u Srovjn powder 
Free Hg. 
n 
IT n I! Hefc,E«-)2 Six hciirs 
225® G. 
Dark solid 
Free Eg. 
n 
n n xj HgSHgii^CHa Six hQUTS 
225° C. 
n It JI w 
Electrolytic 
HgKsEs )z n It u « M II : 
it « H Hg'fjjxipHj) 8 n « n sj «- n n 
r. £8 -
TABL3 ? 
Ketal 
\ 
HgRg Time & 
Tenip, 
Reaction lest 
3a 
Sieotrolytio 
Two iiours to 
2C0° C. 
Hetal con-
Tertsd. to 
"brovin powder 
Free Eg 
visible 
Dlignt "T 
test nay "be 
due to free 
Ca 
l: :: Hg{C2E^)s Several clays 
Room tempi 
Slight 
"broTBzn crust 
on metal 
ilegative 
a w M Eg(nC*%)a K t; n tt u i: H 
13 !! :i 
•Ihree days a1 
90® C-
s SroTCdish 
yellow mat­
erial form­
ed. Free 
Eg. 
n 
n n It EgCnC+EgljB tx n II i: R e n 
Ba 
aaalgaia 
HgtCaKs)^ n n n SLigiLt ap­
pearance of 
reaction 
• XI 
a !; u Eg{nC<Eg)8 n n n n ts II n 
3a 
ISlectroljtic 
Sgl C (jHg )« n n n So action 
u II n HgC: ,E^CHs )z n ti 51 So action 
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TABLE 1, (COSTISIiSI)) 
Metal HgEa fime & 
Cemp* 
Reaction Test 
Ba 
Electrolytic 
Hg{C,Ee)3 Three days 
at BB5^ C. 
Hark solid 
Free Eg* 
liegative 
n IT n HglCgEJ^Es )2 n n fi 11 n « IT 
Ba amalgaia Hg{C«E5}fl ;i K n Black resin. 
Free Eg 
n 
<: :t n Hg{C6Ei:H3 U « :: r: Light "bro^ 
Po-^vder 
« 
i: r; n EgCCjEs)^ Sis: hOTirs 
225® C. 
Dark solid 
C^Eft, Free 
Hg 
Very slight 
test. Prot-
aoly dTie to 
free Ba* 
t; n 17 EglCeEpS,)^ n « n Dark solid 
C^EgCEa. 
Free Eg 
I! n tt 
Ba 
Electrolytic 
Hg(C6E5)2 n i: IT Brovm solid 
Free Eg 
;x «i a 
n IT H EgCC^EPHsla n ft j : Hot Enieh evi^ 
dence of re­
action .Free 
Hg. 
^ ti n n 
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SUMMiSY 
Tiiere is not sTifficient evicLenee that the organoiaetailie 
(ieriiratives of aalci-cm, strontinir., and bariuia were actually 
olDtaiiied in tiiis work* 
Suggestions have "been mace for future lines of work on 
this problem• 
PAR$ Yf 
OEGAiiOBSaiLLimi EiLIDES 
ISSROSUCTIOS 
Several "unsiieeessfal attempts iiaYe been made to prepare or-
9 " 10 
ganolDerjllixiSL iialides « Recently Dnrand claimed to haTe pre­
pared methylberyllitim iodide from the reaction between finely 
divided "beryllitim and methyl iodide in ether using a t3?aee of 
iaercTi2:ie chloride as a catalyst* iifter the first 10131106essftil 
experiments on the direct preparation of organoberylliiim haii-
9 , 11 des., a study \vas made of beryllium diallcyls in order to pre­
pare the organoberyllium halides by indirect methods. The indi­
rect methods yielded these new organometallic halides. 
is a result of both the indirect and direct methods of prep­
aration sufficient information is available to Vvarrant the con­
clusion that Durand very probably did not have methylberylliun 
iodide. The information given by Itoand appears to be culte 
convincing. He described his methylcer .y Ilium iodide as a solid vaiich 
'•Then analysed after hydrolysis for methane and iodine rave excel­
lent vr.lu€s for this compound* Eov;ever, ."^e have found it impos­
sible to get methylberyllium iodide u'hen his directions v;ere fol-
loTsed explicitly.. The methylbezrylliuin iodide Y7e obtained was, 
sontr-ary to Duraad's e^rperiences, ve2?y soluble in ether. Eis ' ! 
method of purification, by ether t.-ashing, should have completely 
9. Gilman, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 269S ^1923) 
10.Durand, Gompt. rend., 182, 1X62 (1925). 
11 •See PAR!? 71 of this thesis. 
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reaoTed tite confound leaving no organoTDeiylliimi iodide for analy­
sis. Furthermore» it appears tJiat the ^ s he obtained "by hydroly­
sis -was hydrogen from unused "beryllium and not methane from methyl-
"beryllinm iodide. Eis analogies mth the related beryllium dieti^l 
and magnesium diethyl are based in large pari; on (S.hours vioTk. -arith 
these compounds and we have shoivn muc^ of Cahours'work to "be in-
COTTQCi^ . 
•^en Durand's directions for the preparation of methylberyl-
lium iodide were carded out in detail, a small amount of gray 
material ramined suspended in the ether and most of the metal 
rested unchanged on the bottom of the flask. After removal of 
the ether by s1ot7 evaporation, the residue -cjas "washed ttrice v/ith 
anlQrdrous ether leaving the grayii^ material and unused metal-
The residue was analysed after displacing all the air by carbon 
dioxide* Hydrolysis by dil» hydrochloric acid gave a gas that 
T^as pure hydrogen. 
In a second esroeriment, 6.691 g. (6-01 mole) of beryllium 
and corresponding amounts of methyl iodide, mercuric chloride 
and ether v/ere treated according to I)urand*s directions. i!he 
gas analysis gave 216-5 cc-, instead of the calculated 224 cc. 
Analysis hy explosion ^ ith oxygen sho-sfed the gas to be pure hy­
drogen, and there fjas no trace of carbon dioxide. Q,ualitative 
analysis proved the absence of iodine in the "reaction product". 
12. G-ilman and Schulze, J- Am-. CJhem- Soc., 49, 2328 (1927)-
This paper contains an account of magnesium diethyl-
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The local reaction reported by Durand is undoubtedly inde­
pendent of the presence of nethyl iodide or any other of the 
allcyl and aryl halides tried "by us. This ms shcsm by a widd 
variety of e^jieriinents in which beryllium povirder -sias treated with 
varying quantities of mercuric chloride in the presence of ether, 
and v;ith or v/ithout the addition of various HX compounds* A local 
reaction invariably took place bet-creen the metal and mercuric 
chloride and a light gray solid formed* Larger quantities of 
mercuric chloride gave increasing amounts of the gray solids and 
free mercury appeared to deposit on the beryllium probably inas­
much as free mercury •Bas formed, and in several cases the liquid 
etheirate of beryllium chloride v;as noted. 
The small stmount of mercuric chloride {O.l g.) , taken by 
Durand \vould use up an extroaely s»na.ll quantity of the beryllium 
,(.9»1 g. of "beryllium being equivalent to 271.5 g- of mercuric 
chloride} so fbsX his gas analysis ?/ould hardly be affected» It 
is obvious that treatment v/ith dilute hydrochloric acid vrould 
liberate the same volume of gas, regardless of wiiether the metal 
vxas essentially unchanged or had formed a quantitative yield of 
methylbeiyllium iodide. Eis gas analysis and ours, made under 
corresponding conditions, emphasize this point. But v/e showed 
that hydrogen and not methane was eTolved. 
TEUPBRATUBB 
STo methylberyllium iodide is fomed when 0.091 g;. (0.01 mole) 
of finely divided beryllium^^ 1.4 g. (O-Ol mole) of metjbyl iodide 
13. The beryllium used in this study v.-'as obtained from the Beryl­
lium Corporation of America. Their analysis shov/ed it to con­
tain more than 99.5^ of beryllium, v/ith about 0.^ iron, 0.3^ 
silicon and no aluminum. 
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15 cc. of etlier and a trace of mercuric cliloride are snalcen in a 
sealed test tube at room temperature for one iffee^^ 
The orienting ei^eriments at elevated temperatures were car­
ried out in the same sealed test tubes, prepared by drav/ing out a 
glass test tube of about one-Mlf inch diameter so that the length, 
exclusive of the capillary, T.?as about 2.5 inches* IJhese tubes were 
placed in a short length of iron pipe, closed at one end, and the 
heating aas effected by placing the iron pipe either on a steam 
hot plate or in an oil bath* Seating at 80-90*^ for 15 hours isas I generally necessary to prepare appreciable quantities of the organo-
beryllium halide-. 
ihe reaction product -was a slightly turbid solution, resembl­
ing somewhat the solution of a Grignard reagent, although it was 
generally lii^ter in color than many 'SE^ solutions-. The greater 
part of the metal invariable remained unattac3s:ed and rested on the 
bottom of the tube* In addition to the metal, there vas usually 
present a small quantity of blacJc material in the form of small 
scales or definite particles* This material v/as soaev/hat lighter 
than the metal# settling less rapidly tchen the tubes \7Gre agitated. 
Reaction at elevated temperatures was alinrays accompanied by consider­
able pressure in the tubes* 
0 
In 3nany ej?periments the reagents vi-ere heated at 80^90 for 
periods in excess of 15 hours and up to one vyeek* Judging by the 
A depth of the color test recommended by S.Iman and 3chulze"for 
and some ether organometallic compounds, there \7as no appreciable 
increase in yield vrith these extended periods of heating. Incident-
I 
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ally tliese experiments served to s3aov; tiiat prolonged heating did 
not destroy the organolseryllirsn compounds* Only a fei^ experiments 
were carried out at higher tenperatures, and positiTC tests were 
obtained after heating to 150°. 
GA2ALY3T3 
Bnrand must be credited for using the best catalyst: namely, 
mercuric chloride. This gave the "best results with all the alkyl 
and ar;^ halides that vrere investigated. The other mercuric hali-
des may be used but they are not as satisfactory* Ber^-llium chlo­
ride is next to mercuric chloride in order of effectiveness. Mer­
cury and iodine together, iodine, and bromine are about of equal 
value* It Tsas disappointing to find that a finely divided beryll— 
ium-copper alloy containing about 12^ of copper and activated by 
heating v/ith iodine in an evacuated sealed tube gave but moderate­
ly successful results. 
Room temperature experiments v:ere made vvith methyl and ethyl 
iodides, ethyl bromide, tert.—^butyl iodide and triphenylchloro-
methane and a variety of catalysts. The catalyst or activator 
usually reacted at once with the metal, but no pressure I'/as evi­
dent vj-hen the tubes v/ere opened, and the solutions gave no posi­
tive color test. The yello'a" color produced on the addition of 
Michler's ketone" was probably due to the beryllium halide-. 
V:ith triphenylchlorometliane, the solutions turned yellov; soon 
after the tubes were sealed, but the color appeared to be of a less­
er depth than that observed v/ith some other metals like mercury.. 
Also, the beryllium-copper alloy gave a sli^tly deeper color than 
pure beryllium. 
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SOLYSHTS 
Stl^yl etlaer was tlie only solTent used and it •'ns.s dried "by a 
sodiica-potassitffia alloy. XJhen TDer^'lliura v/as heated -with, metliyl io­
dide and mercuric chloride at 80-S0^ for one v;ee]£ ivitli ether 
present a light gray solid and clear liquid resulted* This react­
ion product gave a positive color tost directly v/ithout the usual 
necessity of heating iintil funes v/ere evolved- KethylberylliiGsi 
iodide gives a positive color test -when the solution is allowed to 
stand for 10-15 minutes "ith Hichler's jcetone "before hydrolysis 
and the addition of the iodine-glacial acetic acid solution. The 
iDeryllium diallcyls forsned "by heating alkylberylliun halides give a 
color test at once. The slovt-er reaction of alicylberylliusi halides 
is not unique, inassach as some tertiary-allcylniagnesiusi halides 
also require up to 5 ainutes standing "before a satisfactory color 
test is obtained.'^ One «:roerii2ent under liie conditions with ethyl 
iodide gave no positive test. 
>To reaction occurs when setl^rl and ethyl Iodides are treated 
as ghovea but heated tij^rfar' 15 hours. ]?urthermore, beryllium 7vith 
methyl or ethyl iodide^ but catalyst, sheared no signs of having 
reacted after heating to 80-90'^ for several da^^-s. This is of in­
terest in connection 7;ith Gahours' early v/orlc^^. 
t 
PaSP/iRATIGE C? 2STEYL- ANT' 3THYISEH"nJ.-IBS IODIDE 
In general, only s22s.ll quantities of 2saterials -.vere prepared 
at one time because of the difficulty and danger involved in the 
heating of large volums of ether in sealed tu"bes. Convenient re­
action vessels say be prepared from the commercially available 
14. GilEjan and Schulze, Bull. soc» chim..s (1927 or 1928) 
15. Cahoursj Ann« chiia* phys.« (o) 58> 5 (i860) 
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small, iieayy sealed "bottles used for tiie shipment of lov." "boiling 
liquids* 
A "bout 0.5 g. of pov.'dered "beryllium} 0.2--0.5 g- mercuric 
ciiloride J 5 cc. of tlie organic lialide and 25 cc. of ether are 
placed in the bottle. Tiie neclc of the "bottle is dram down to 
a fine capillarysmall enough so that particles of "berylliusi 
cannot pass throu^, and the end of the capillary is sealed* 
?he "bottle is placed inside a cans ^thieh acts as a shield in 
case of esplosion, and this is set on a steam, hot plate. After 
"o 
Haintaining a tenperature of 80-S0 for at least 15 hours, the 
"bottle is cooled, and its capiiary end is first inserted in a 
50 cc. Erlenneyer flask and then broken by pressing it against 
the -o-alls of the fla^- The high pressure in the "bottle forces 
the liquid out and the imused metal is retained by the capillairy* 
It is advisable to ^rap the bottle in a toT?el in order to guard 
against the danger of an explosion. If the bottle has a suffic­
iently long neck, it nay be used again by adding a fresh portion 
of alkyl halide, ether and mercuric chloride to the residual 
metal, then sealing and heating as before* 
PRSPAPATIOF OS OTHSS 0RGAS0B3RILLIU1I KALISSS 
Sthylberylliran bromide vras prepared in the presence- of ether, 
with mercuric chloride or beryllium chloride or free bromine as a 
catalysf. Here it v^as necessary to heat at 80-90*^ for 15 hours. 
n-3utylberylliu2i iodide was prepared in the presence o-f ether 
and mercuric chloride after heating for 15 hours at 80-90^. 
Ph^ylberyllim iodide gave a positive test vmen prepared in 
the p/iresence of mercuric chloride after heating at 80-90^ for 
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15 iioiirs* liTiiis esjjerimsnt ms not duplicated in anotlaer run* 
Ho-creverj the phenylberylliuin iodide v.'as readily prepared by 
heating. s.t a s6re eievated tej-^perature (llO*^, 150® or 175°) with 
either siercuric chloride or beryllium chloride as a catalyst.. 
Tert»-butyl chloride and bronide 2,ppeared to have reacted 
7;hen heated to 80-90° for 15 hours v;ith mercuric chloride as a cata­
lyst. Eo^^ever^ the products in both cases gave negative tests. 
Under liice conditionsj benzyl bromide and n-butyl chloride show­
ed no evidence of reaction. The esperiments vrith triphenylchloro'-
aethane,. previously mentioned, were carried out at rooE. teir5>era-
ture. 
IGlACriO^JS OF AjTHZSIHYLLIIEL HALIDES 
All of thea are deconposed by --A'ater, trith the general forroa-
tion of the corresponding hydrocaibon. 
The ethereal solutions do not funfi; in the air. However, by 
driving o-iTf the ether a liquid residue results, and this on fur­
ther heating gives off dense white funes, probably of beryllium 
oxide. Tiiis application oi heat by a ssaall luminous flane converts 
the alliylberyllium halide to a berylliun dialhyl. Beryllium di-
methyl was definitely identified in this sianner when nethylberyl-
lium iodide v/as heated. The f ollo-Eving equilibrituri is quite probabie 
23Be X BeRg • 3^2 
inasmuch as al]£ylberylliTzin. halides are fomed when beryllium di-
alkyls are treated v;ith a beryllium halide. Sbme e^eriments on 
the heating of Sig S compounds indicate that the same may be true 
^ith organomapmesium ccsaiDounds. 
T/hen carbon dioxide v/as bubbled throu^ an ethereal solution 
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of ne-tiiyroerylliuH iodide for 3 hours, tlie solution still gave a 
positive test and no acstio acid ms found after hydrolysis# 
The color- test v:ith Ilichler^s iietone is developed only after 
10-15 minutes standing prior to hydrolysis. Bei^'-lliuni dialkyis 
give the test at once. 
Ac^tanilide is formed froH methylberylliiiai iodide and phenyl 
isocjfunate^ This is a standard reaction for organosiagnesimii and 
calcitnii halides as v/ell as for "berylliuiri and magnesiuia dialiyls-
In general, the alicyroerylliuia lialides are less reactive 
than the bezrylliuia dial]<:yls. 
3U5SL4RY 
A study has been made of the preparation and properties of 
several organoberyllium halides* 
PART YI 
BSRTLLimi DIALSYL3 
In continuation of studies concerned uitli the preparation 
% 
of organoheTryiliuE Iialides^® it necessary to prepare some ber-
ylliusi diailiyls for comparative purposes inasiaiich as tlie txw classes 
of coaipounds appear to "be interconvertible. 
Cfeiiours-"^ claiaed the preparation of beryllium diethyl by 
1 R heating the raetal with ethyl iodide in a sealed tube« Later he 
reported the preparation of beryllium diethyl and berylliun dipro-
pyl by heating the metal •'.^ith the corresponding nercury dial]£yls 
in a sealed tube at 130*^. It is highly probable tiiat Cahours* i^ori: 
on berylliuci diethyl is incorrect* His beryllium diethyl , vjas dis­
tilled in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and boiled at 1S5-18S^« 
\7e liave i'cund that beryllium diethyl not onlj"- reacts uith carbon 
dioxide, but also boils at a much hijher temperature (-.Tith decomp­
osition) than iiiat reported by -Dahourso Furthermore, v:e had no 
success in the preparation of beryllium diethyl and beryllium di-
n-butyl by hea,ting ber^'^llium v/ith tiie appropriate mercury diaLkyl 
under the conditions recommended by Cahours* Incidentallyj Cahours 
incorrectly described magnesium diethyl as a liquids inasmuch as 
It is a soj.id« 
Lavroff^^ in a, protocol of 1S34 very briefly mentioned the 
preparation of berj'llium dimethyl by the action of beryllium on 
mercury dimeth^.d in a sealed tube at 120^» "^7e have found no fur-
16. See PilBir Y of this thesis* 
17. Cahours, Ann. chim» phys.j (3) ;5&.'22 '(,1860). 
IS. Gahoursj Compt. rend.» .76^ 1383 (1875). Cahours ?;ork on bery- . 
Ilium dialkyls has been discussed by Franicland, J. Chem. 3oc., 
13, 181, 194 (1861). 
19* Lavroff, o. Huss. Phys. Chem. Soc.j 16» 93 (1884) . Also Bull. 
30C. chim., (2) 41a 548 (1884). 
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tlier mention of Ms vrori;. Despite the vearj' meager detail in Ms 
preliminary cccffiiunications it is quite probable that Jjv.MToff did 
have herylliiiffi dimetl^rl, as subsequent es^q^eriaiental vrork in the 
present investigation proved. 
pn Erause and Tendt^ in a footnote to a paper on G-luminua. 
alVylSj state that beryllium dialkyls may be preps.red by the re­
action between "beryllium chloride and an excess of Grignard re-
SigDSt* 
iSCPEHIiSITTia 
Sever-J. unsuccessful experiments ".-ere carried out in an 
endeavor to prepare beryllium diethyl and beryllium di-^-butyl 
by heating beryllium v;ith the corresponding mercury dialicylj Trith 
or 'vv'ithout the use of mercuric chloride as a catalyst* 'Ihe fine­
ly crushed metal shOT/ea no evidence of reaction vrhen allov/ed to 
resain in sealed tubes for 3 vveeks at room temperature rrith equi-. 
valent quantities of mercury diethyl and mercury di-^-hutyl* 'VThen 
heated for the ss.me extended period at 90^ some free mercury v.^as 
formed, but qualitative tests showed the absence of beryllium di— 
alkyls. On heating several tubes for 15 hours at 130^, 175°, 200*^, 
and 225° the only apparent reaction induced v;as decorcpositicn of the 
mercury diall:yls^ and there 7/as no evidence of the formation of 
beryllium diaivyls. 
Beryllitsm diphenyl and beryllium di-£—tolyl may be readily 
prepared oy heating equivalent quantities of beryllium -^ritil mercury 
diphenyl and mercurj' of mercuric cliloride in 
sealed tubes at 225° for six hours* 
20« Srause and ^7endt, Ber*» 56, 467 (lS23> footnote £*)• 
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In tiie e^roeriments 7/itil mercury dialkyls, mercuric chloride 
13 \Ta3 sometimes added* Other studies have sho^ that mercuric chlo­
ride is an almost indispensable catalyst in the preparation of some 
rietallic dialkyls, lliLe magnesium diethyl- TThen "beryllium xr&s heat-
ad to 130° for 6 hours 7;ith mercury dimetliyl, Vvhich contained some 
methyl mercuric iodide> beryllium dimetlTv-l ?;as formed* It is quite 
reasoaaaule to assume tha.t traces of some mercuric halide were con­
tained in the materials used "by Larroffo The beryllium used in the 
present studies vias obtained from the Beryllium Corporation of Ameri­
ca and contained more tban 99^0% beryllium* 
It is possible to prepare beryllium dialkyls by heating ber-
ylli I^!a v/ith the appropriate alSyl balides^ The intermediate com­
pound formed in this reaction is an al]Qrlbe2ryllium halide. Here 
againj Mercuric chloride is a very helpful catalyst. 
Eov/ever, it appears that the most convenient metliod for the 
preparation of ber^^'llium dialkyls is the reaction bet^feen arh.y-> 
drous beryllium chloride and the appropriate Grignard reagent* 3y 
means of this method. 7/e have prepared beryllium dimethyl, diethyl 
and di-n-butyl* 
PR3PARA.TI02T OF BERYLLIUM DIALKYLS 
Plate I is the photograph of the apparatus used in the prep­
aration of beryllium dialkyls from the Grignard re&gent.-
Because of the highly hygroscopic nature of aiiiaydrous beryl­
lium chloride and the ready decomposability of beryllium alhyls 
and the Grignard reagent by atmosphere, all operations were car­
ried out in pure and dry hydrogen or nitrogen. 8 ,g* \,0*1 mole) 
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of anhydrous "beryllium chloride vras dissolved in 50 cc. of an-
}i\''drous ether* The considerable heat of solution necessitates 
external cooling by means of tap water. The filtered solution. 
\ 
of the cMoride lias an oily appearance and may "be either color­
less or pale yelloH. It separates into t\7o layers, a lo".7er lay­
er of "beryllium chloride etherate and an upper lo\?er consisting 
la.rgelyHDf ether. 
The "beryllium chloride is filtered directly into a solu­
tion of 75 cc* of 4 molar (0.3 mole) methylmagnesium iodide con­
tained in a 250 cc. reaction flask (A) • It is adTisa"ble to gen­
tly shake the Grignard solution daring the addition of the chlo­
ride. There is little heat of reaction if the "beryllium chlo­
ride solution is pure and anhydrous. The formation of v.'hi"te 
clouds of the surface of the reaction mixture is indicative of 
the presence of air or oxygen* 
Sbccess ether is removed "by stopping the circulation of "wa­
ter in condenser (b) until the oil "bath attains a temperature 
of 150°» The v;s,ter is then turned on slov;ly in order to mini-
r.ize a. too sudden contractian (due to the condensation of eth­
er) that might draw air into the condenser and receiving flask* 
The temperature of the oil "bath is permitted to ejDseed 150° "but 
not 200°. and the distillation is continued for 6 to 15 hours 
during v.hich time an ethereal solution of the beryllium di-
metriyl collects in the receiving flash (C). Eeat radiating from 
the oil "bath is sufficient to keep the receiver above the "boil­
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ing point of ether thereby prcx^ent tlie conderi&Vvticn of j~cre 
etiier tima is nccessax'y to ixold the bcryiliura di3riet}x>"l in sclii-
tion. } 
Unrortunately it is difficult to detersiiae s'aarply tiie end 
of tSie distillation except "by an es^ierience tliat ccssie^ Vrith sev­
eral ob5erv«.ticn3» 'ilhia ie> lio'-'^STer, not a serious loatterj Tor 
in this 'jyork the dis-tillation v/as continued oTer-nisht ia rcj^ rxj 
cases because the op-eration reouires no att^tion- A certiin 
aietliod for deterraining the end of the distiliatioG consists in 
replacing the receiver hy another and noting if any raore "beryl-
liiaa disis-tir/l distill over*. Should the ether he driven out 
CGspietely frcm. the distilling flask {A) SO that no ACRE ether 
vapor circulates* it is necessary merely to gently heat the re­
ceiver to retrarn the ether to flask (A) • Such lieating should 
'oe r^oderates- otLerr/ise isose of the herylli'^ disethj/l vrill he 
driven h:'-clc into (A) and GO extend the time of recovery of the 
cosponna* 
ethereal solution of £>eIylli^^EI cisiethyl oht^in&d in 
tiiis nanner is cls^ r and colorless (isrhen care has oeen tsi:en 
to e:?:clude air)? and it say be used directly in a study of the 
reactions of the cosmound* shsn not in use it is k^^t prefer­
able in sealed glass containers* Pn3rej ether free beryllixis di-
riethyl is ohtsined 'oy heating the distillate* At about 100-125^ 5 
21031 of the ether is expelled and the v-*hole solution suddenly 
turns to a aass of -:??hite needles* Analysis sho-jred these crys­
tals to have sosie ether- All of the eths^r can ho renoved by 
i^ S 
v^m 
siia 
$i' S 
ftS '^^  . bJ 
Mm 
heating to 200°- "^lien the temperature of the externp-1 "bath 
reaches 200*^,^ the compouiid conn-iences to subline rapidly, and 
part of it collects in the capillary •'^vhen a constricted test 
tube is used for the preparation of ether free saaples. Eov;-
ever, the capillary can "oe hept open prior to settling oy apply­
ing a saall luminous flaae- A repetition of this process of dis 
tillation in a sealed U—tuoe arrangement originally filled -srith 
ether vapors makes it possible to obtain material free of oxide 
or laethoxidej by alternately heating and cooling each part of 
the n-tube« The samples used for analysis v/ere prepared in 
this Planner® 
3»5 g« or a 90% yield of beryllium dinethyl was obtained 
in a 0«1 mole experiments In a 0*5 siole experisient the yield 
irfas 84.7>« 
Beryllium diethyl and di-n-but;/l v/ere also prepared in a 
manner essentially liie that just described for the preparation 
of berylliuai dimethyl- Eov/everj it is possible to distil beryl­
lium diethyl and di-n-butyl dfirectly in a vacuum. 3e cause of 
the lov.-er vapor pressure of beryllium di-n-butyl it v.'ould prob­
able be more advantageous to use a vacuum distillation rather 
than the ether distillation or ether sublimation process used 
for the dimethyl compound* . 
i2IALY3I3 0? 32RYLLIUH DIMSTHYL. 
The seusples prepared by distilla.tion at 200^ v;ere analysed 
for methane and beryllium oxide after decomposition of water. 
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In the analysis for nethanej one of the sealed tubes con­
taining berylli-am dimethyl v/eighed; then "broken in contain­
er filled \7ith dry ether;, and, the volrmie of methane liberated 
on the addition' of ^ mter and then dil» hydrochlorid acidj was 
measured in a special eudiometer containing conc* sulfuric acid. 
An ^-liouot of the evolTed gas v/hen e3q)loded v/ith a measured vol­
ume ofi-oxygen "-as shovm to consist of pure methane. 
The beryllium v/as analysed as "beryllium oxide after care-
full;/ filtering the glass v:hich v;as v/eighed to determine the 
weight of beryllium dimethyl originally' present in the sealed 
container. 
ivnalysis.—0.1501 g. of "beryllium dimethyl gave 175.^2 cc. 
of methane (corrected). The ca,lculated volume for this isreigiit 
is 171.4 cc. ^'Jiother sample containing 0.1771 g. gave 200.7 cc. 
of methsine in of the calculated 202.3 cc. 
The 0.1501 g. sample of "beryllium dimethyl (analysed above) 
gave Bo.oS;"? •ber3-lliums and the calculated value is 2o.25J». The 
other st^mple gave "but 21.55> of "beryllium due to partial loss 
resulting from the breaking of the crucible. 
?RG?]^3TI2S 0? BSHlLLUjM LIAISILS. 
Beryllium dimethyl is a solidj and crystallises from hot 
concentrated ether solution in sno^J "hite needles. (See PHS?-
ARATIC1T Cl-' BiiRYLLIUM IiILHiTiriL) . It also deposits in" the same 
o form v;'hen it sublimes, v;l.ihout melting, at a"bout 200 . The 
method of preparation is "based on its high volatility in ether, 
and these ethereal solutions fume strongly uhen exposed to the 
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atmospiiere. lOien suddenly overheated it undergoes partial decomp 
osition leaTing a "broi'm or gray mirror,. 
Berylliuni diethyl is a colorless liqui^d, "boiling at 93-95°/ 
o / ^ 0 4 iam-5 and 110 /15 edsi* It- distils "betv/een 180-240 at atnos-
pheriG pressure ^^ith considerable decoaposition* The cor^ound 
is only distilled with difficulty iDecause of its pronoimced ten­
dency to heoorae superheated and then "breai!: suddenly into foam* 
This may be due to the decoirg^osition of an etherate. A part of 
the .purest material solidified, in a carbon dioxide-ether freez­
ing mixture, to trhite crystals v/hich on -sjaraing melted at -13 to 
-11°* 
Beryllium di-n-hutyl is a clear, colorless liquid having a 
mercaptan-lilce odor* The boiling pointj 170^/25 mm., '.vas de­
termined with a rather small quantity of material and so may not 
be talcen with too much credence* 
Both beryllium dimethyl and diethyl are spontan^usly in-
flammable in the air, and especially so in a humid atmosphere. 
Sren concenti^ted ethereal solutions are inflammable spontane­
ously in the presence of moist air. The compounds burn v.-ith 
luminous flames, evolTing dense v^hite fumes of beryllium oxide. 
Their very high sensitivity to oxygen made it difficult, at 
first, to purify the hydrogen or nitrogen to an-^l:tent that they 
would not give a 'i?hite cloud of beryllium oxide -when passed over 
the ethereal solutions of the diallcyls. For this reason, a 
phenylmagnesium bromide solution v;as inserted in the drying and 
purifying train in order to remove a residuum of oxygen* Beryl-
« 4g -
litm di-^i-'butyl is not spontaneously inflamma'ble i-shen escposed to 
tlie air, but it does oxidize rapidly, "wlien so e^sposed, -critli tlie 
eTolution of i^t. 7ery prolsably, beryllium butylate is a pro­
duct of sucli oxidation inasimich. as tlie odor of n_-butyl alcolaol 
becomes quite pronounced after a short air exposure-. 
The reaction of the dial]iyls witli uater is violent, and in 
tlie presence of sniall amounts of -isater the naterials frequently 
inflame. It ^ as siiov.Ti that methane and ethane are evolved -^rhen 
the corresponding diallcyls are decomposed by v/ater* 
Beryllium dimethyl in the solid state inflames -when treat­
ed vrith carbon dioxide* ¥ith an ethereal solution, hovrever, the 
reaction is quite mild and acetic acid is formed. An ethereal 
solution of beryllium diethyl reacts vrith carbon dioxide to give 
triethyl carbinol. 
Phenyl isocyanate in ethereal solution reacts with extreme 
violence v/ith the three diallcyls studied. In each case a -^hite 
solid sex>arated at first, and then dissolved in the excess of 
beryllixzm dialiyl. The espcicted anilides were obtained from be­
ryllium dimethyl and dietigri, btit the valeranilide from beryllium 
di-n-butyl csjse out as an oil. This anilide is knovm to crystal­
lize with difficulty so that its identity has not been confirmed, 
as tjas done vrith the other t-co anilides, by a mixed melting point 
detemination \7ith an authentic specimen. Acet-o(-naphthalide 
was obtained from beryllium dimethyl and ^-naphthyl isocyanate. 
The three dii^llcyls give an icsaediate positive color reactii 
with Michler*s ketone according to the test described by Gilman 
A \ 
and vSchulse' for HMgX and some other organometallic compounds• 
The blue instead of green color given by beryllram di-n-butyl 
indicates that this dialicyl probably reduced the ketone to 
Hichle2^s hydrol. 
Beryllium diEetl^rl with bensophenone gave diphenyl ne thyl 
carbinol \7hich was identified as ^  ksC -diphenylethylene* Beryl­
lium diethyls on the other hand, reduced benzophenone to benzo-
hydrol« In this latter reactions a bright orange red color xi&s 
present transitorily at the Junction of the tv;o liquids* This 
may be indicative of the intermediate formation of a free radi­
cal. 
Berylliun dimethyl trith benzoyl chloride gave dimetbyl 
phenyl carbinol, and this ms identified by the formation of 
isopropenyl benzene -^en the carbinol was distilled# The reac­
tion product -eras probably free of acetophenone as indicated by 
a test vrith seanicarbazide. 
The beryllium diallsyls appear to have hi^ solvent char­
acteristics, for all the intermediate reaction products dissolv­
ed in a,n excess of the diali:yl« Squally striking is the fact 
that bezyllium dieti^l dissolved the berylliian oxide s-nd ethox-
ide xormed by partia.1 decomposition of the dialkyl, as "srell as 
the brovm or gray mirror formed by the high temperature decompo­
sition of the dialiyl. 
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Beryllium dimethyl and diethyl react Yigorously v/ith iodine-
TJhen 1«345 g« oi berj-lliiim dim^^thyl \7a.s treated vrith one equiva­
lent (4»o53 g«;) of iodine, the solution still contained some di-
alkyl as "Has evidenced hy the fuming on air exposure and by a 
slight positive test. After standing for several days in a cork 
stoppered flasic, the solution no longer fumed and gave a negative 
test, very probably methylberyIlium iodide v/as formed 
as a S'esult of the iodine reaction, because the solution gave 
acetanilidd with phenyl isocj^nate, and v/hen heated it fumed and 
gave a positive test. These are anong the criteria included for 
the characterization of alky lb ery Ilium halides* 
Beryllium diethyl reacts with an excess of an ethereal so­
lution ox beryllium chloride to give a solution ^ 'ith the char­
acteristics of ethylberyllium chloride* In vie?: of these lat­
ter experiments the following equilibrium is probable. 
BeRg •  BeXg ^ ^2HBeX 
In genei-al, the alley lb eryllium ho,lides are less active than ' 
the beryllium dialkyls, and the ber3'-llium dialkyls are at least 
equal in activity to the Grignard reagents. 
STJMEAHy 
A study has been made of the preparation and properties of 
several beryllium dialkyls. 
part 711 
OHGAS-OISTALLIC CCi£?GUI®S 
Preparation of Organic Antimony DeriTatives 
IHTilODUCTIC¥ 
In connection v/itli studies concerned" -/itli tlie prepara­
tion of ne\7 organometallic anti-knocic compoundsj tlie synthe­
sis 0.' tri p-oromoplienyl stroine and tri p-dimethyljariino-
Dhenyl stibine v/as undertajicen* Ja atteaiDt Y/as also aiade to 
' 
prepare diphenyl stilDinous cliloride and piLenylstiDinous ciilo-
ride» By treating these compounds Ti^ith a variety of Grignard 
reagents it v.-as hoped tiiat a nxmber of new airbed stibines could 
be prepared. 
Several methods for the preparation of aromatic sti'oines 
are availaDle. 
!• Heaction of antinony trichloride v/ith aryl lialides in 
oi 
the presence of an excess of soaium*^-^* 
II» Treatm^it of an organic halide -grith an alloy of sod-
iUEi and antimony. 
III. Reaction of antimony trichloride vfith the Grignard 
reagent^^. 
The first and second methods would obviously not apply to the 
synthesis of tri p-bromophenyl stibine, inasmuch as rjiixtures of 
compounds v/ould form due to reaction v/ith both halogens of p-
dibromobenzene. p-Dibromobenzene reacts T/ith magnesitim to give 
a good yield of p-bromophenylmagnesiua bromide, and this in. 
Iturn should react ^ vith antimony trichloride, thus giving a reli-21. liichaelis ::jad Reese, (a) Ber. 15, 2877, (lS82); (b) Jinn 223, 39, (1886). 22. Pfeiffer and Pietsch, Ber. 37, 4620, {1904). 
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able reaction for the preparation of p-bromcphenyl stibine. 
Tri p-dimethylaminophenyl stihine could "be prepared by any 
of the methods given above. Of these, the reaction involving 
the intermediate formation of the Grignard reagent is to be 
preferred* Tlaese is a possibility that this compound might 
also be formed by a reaction not enumerated above, namelyj by 
a condensation bet\?een antimony trichloride and dime thy lani-
line, involving the elimination of hydrogen c3iloride« So con­
densation of this type is given in the literature, and on the 
basis 01 experimental wor^, the reaction does not take place 
readily. 
All attempts at preparing diphenylstibinous chloride and 
phenylstibinous chloride by methods given in the literature 
vrere unsuccessful, therefore the proposed preparation of mixed 
stibines \7a5 acandoned* 
i:X?SR32SS'TA.L 
??vE?ARATIC3i 0? TRI P-BROMOPESSTSL 3TI3ISE 
p-Bromophenylmagnesium bromide "szss prepared from 17 g* 
(0.7 mole) magnesium and 165 g- (0»7 mole) dibromobenzene. A 
solution of 45 g. (9-2 mole) freshly distilled antimony tri­
chloride in 100 cc. ether "^s slovrly added to the Grignard re­
agent. The reaction between the Grignard reagent and antimony 
trichloride solution is vigorous and it is necessary to add the 
solution very slowly. After standing over night the mixture 
still contained some unaltered Grignard reagent, as indicated 
by a positive test* The reaction mixture was hydrolysed by 
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adding ice and asenonium chloride solution. Hie ethereal 
layer v;as sepajrated and filtered to free it of a small amount 
% 
of tarry laate'rial* After evaporation of the ether there ^ras 
obtained 106 g. of viscous yellotv oii» Assuming it to be all 
fri p-broraophenyl stibine this amount vrould correspond, to a 
90»6;?:^-ield> based on antimony trichloride* 
All attempts to induce the material to crj^-stallize fail­
ed. The rsaterial v/as steam distilled to remove a small amount 
of dibromobenaene. The residual stibine •'^as tal^en up in Icsf 
boiling petroleum ether but sli07;ed no tendency to crystallize 
even after the solution had been seeded with small crj'stals of 
triphenyl stibine. Vacuum distillation appeared to be isroract-
ical, since the material decomposed v;hen heated under Iot pres­
sure. After long standing the material v/ould set to a light 
yellov;, transparent, a}:norphous serai solid. 
Since the material resisted all efforts at purification, 
several attempts-v;ere made to convert it to deri"natives vrhich 
T/ould sho'.v more desirable properties- Triphenyl stibine re­
acts ^;7itl'- iodine, in various solvents, to give triphenyl sti-
binic iodide, a solid v/liich may be easily crystallised. Like-
•srise, on oxidation with sodium peroxide in a v/ater suspension 
it yields triphenyl stibinic hj'-droxide, which may be crystel-
lized readily, and p^osesses a high melting point. 
•^vith iodine, tri p-bronophenyl stibine yielded a brow*n, 
varnish-liire material v/hich could not be crystallized. Oxi--
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dation vritli sodium peroxide in v.ater appeared to yield a solid 
derivative but on standing this reverted to an oil resembling 
the original -stroine^ 
In view of tiie practical iapossroility of o'Dtaining the 
material alDsolutely pure it uas not analysed* Hcaever, quali­
tative -^c-sts slio^ved the presence of antimony and "brorainej which, 
v-'hen considered with the method of preparation indicated that 
the material is izndoubtedly the expected tri p-hromophenyl sti-
"bine. jTurthermore, it has oeen found that the p-lDronophenyl 
dsri-v-atives of lead and tin are also inclined to be oils and 
are difficult to obtain the crystalline condition. 
Prepaiation of tri p'-dimethylaminophenyl stibine» 
Activated magnesium copper alloy, 88^ 2%. -12^ Cu, v;as 
treated v/ith an ethereal solution of p-bromodimet]2yl aniline* 
It •fras necessary to add a small amount of ethyl bromide to 
start the reaction.. A slovv current of dry nitrogen \7as pas­
sed through the apparatus in order to protect the HilgX com­
pound from the action of the air» The yield of p-dimethylamino-
phenylmagnesium bromide appeared to be poor-
An ethereal solution of antimony trichloride was added 
and a, brisk reaction ensued* The mixture was hydrolysed vrith 
ainnonium chloride solution. The ethereal solution was steam 
distilled to separate p-bromodimethyl aniline and dimethyl-
aniline from the reaction product. The dark residue was taken 
up in ether and the solution was allowed to evaporate slo^Yly. 
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A dark brovm tarry siaterial remained "wliicli would not crystal'-
lize after standing several nontiS at lovj temperature. The laater-
\ 
ial v:/as extracted with alcohol and the resultant solution n&s 
alloYied to evaporate* The residue was taken up in "benzene. The 
alcohol solution yielded a brc-^m tar Trhile the "benzene solution 
gave a:-hard varnish like material. It \7as not possible to iso­
late any definite compound from these fractions. 
Hnrx^pngjp. t . i  nn nr  t^ir ipfhyl  y^YTTli-np vr-i-fVi gT-ip.yir^ _ 
0.1 mole antimony trichloride v/as dissolved in 0.3 mole 
dimethyl aniline. There vias a slight elevation in temperature 
of the mixture when the solid v/ent into solution. The solu­
tion was then heated on a steam plate over night. The product 
"vTas a dark olue viscous liquid. It ?;a3 poured into cold v/ater 
and much antimony oxychloride separated out. The mixture ms 
extrapted v;ith ether "but only dimethyl aniline Y:as reco^'ered, 
and the residual solid contained no organic materials. 
smc^HY 
Tri p-bromophenyl stibine has been prepared in good yield 
by the reaction between antimony trichloride and an excess of 
p-bromophenylmagnesium bromide. The material is a light 3'-ellov7j 
transparent semi-solid v.hich ca.nnot be completely purified. 
Tri p-dinethylaminophenyl stibine could not be prepared 
by treating antimony trichloride rrith p-dimethylaminophenyl-
magnesium bromide. The product of this reaction v/as a brovm, 
vamish-like material from v;hich no definite compound could be 
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isolated* Antiiaony tricJaloride 
aniline to give tlie desired tri 
does not condense v;itli dinethyl 
p -dimetlaylaciinopliGnyl stil) ine . 
